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Abstract 
A simple connected graph G with diam(G) = d is said to be 'vertex diameter-d-critical' 
if diam(G - x)>~d + 1 for any x E V(G). We prove that the number of edges in a vertex 
diameter-2-critical graph on n vertices with n>~23 is greater than or equal to (5n-  17)//2. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper all graphs are simple. Let G be a graph. Let V(G) and E(G) denote 
the vertex set and the edge set of G, respectively. For x ,y  E V(G), we let d(x,y)  = 
dG(x, y) denote the distance between x and y in G, and we let diam(G) denote the 
diameter of G. A simple connected graph G with diam(G) = d is said to be 'vertex 
diameter-d-critical' (or simply 'diameter-d-critical') if d iam(G-  x)>~d + l for any 
x E V(G). 
Although some attention has been paid to edge diameter-critical graphs [1-5], there 
are few studies on vertex diameter-critical graphs. In this paper we give a lower bound 
on the number of edges in a vertex diameter-2-critical graph. 
Theorem. Let n >-23 be an integer and let G be a vertex diameter-2-critical ,qraph 
on n vertices. Then 
IE(G)I >~(5n - 17)/2. 
Remark. The inequality in the Theorem does not hold for graphs of small order. 
For example, if G is the Petersen graph, then IV(G)] = 10, and IE(G)I = 15 = 
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(5[ V(G)I- 20)/2. On the other hand, by modifying our proof of the Theorem, we can 
show that IE(G)] ~>(51V(G)I- 20)/2 for every vertex diameter-2-eritical graph G. 
We give some preliminary results in Section 2, and prove the Theorem in Sec- 
tions 3 and 4. Our proof of the Theorem is rather lengthy. However, most of the im- 
portant arguments appear in the proof of Lemma 2, which deals with the case where 
the minimum degree of G is 3. Thus, readers not interested in technical details may 
skip Observations 2 and 3 and Lemma 3, in which we discuss the case where the 
minimum degree of G is 2. Also if we want to prove only the weaker bound ]E(G)[ >~ 
(51V(G) I -  22)/2, the proof becomes fairly short; see the remark following (3.6) as 
well as the one following the proof of Claim 8 in the proof of Lemma 2. 
We conclude this section with examples howing that there exist infinitely many 
graphs for which equality holds in the Theorem. 
Example. Let Fm be a 1-factor on 2m vertices. Let V(Fm) = {xl,Yl,X2, Y2 . . . . .  Xm,Ym} 
and E(Fm) = {XlYl,X2y2 . . . . .  XmYm). Take five other distinct vertices, say x,y,z,u,v. 
We define a graph G as follows: 
v(G)  = V(Fm) u {x, y,z, u, v}, 
E(G)=E(Fm)U ( O {xxi'YYi'ZXi'zYi}) U 
Then the resulting graph G is vertex diameter-2-critical and IE(G)] = 5[ V (G) [ -  -- 
2 
Fig. 1 illustrates the graph with m -- 3. 
17 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section we give more notation and preliminary results. Let G be a graph. 
For a subset S C V(G), let G[S] denote the subgraph induced by S. For a vertex x 
of G, let NG(x) denote the neighbourhood of x in G, and for a subset S C V(G) 
let No(S) -- Ux~sN~(x). We set No[x] = N6(x) U {x}, which is called the closed 
neighbourhood of x. For x,y E V(G) with x ~ y, we say that x dominates y if 
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the closed neighbourhood of x contains the neighbourhood of y, i.e., Na[x] D N~(y). 
A vertex y is said to be 'dominated' if there is a vertex which dominates y. Let 
deg(x) = deg(;(x) denote the degree of x, and let ~(G) denote the minimum degree 
of G. Moreover, for a subset S c V(G), we denote the degree sum ~xeS deg(x) by 
deg(S). We denote the set of vertices of degree i by Vi(G). If  there is no ambiguity, 
we write V and Vi instead of V(G) and ~(G), respectively. For subsets S and T of 
V(G), let E(S, T) = Ec(S, T) denote the set of edges between S and T, i.e., Ec(S, T) = 
{xy E E(G) lx  E S, y C T} (thus EG(S,S) = E(G[S])). We denote the number of 
edges in Ec(S, T) by e(S, T) = e6(S, T). When T consists of a single vertex, say y, 
we write e(S,y) for ea(S,T). We write E(;(S) and ec(S) for Ec(S,V(G) S) and 
e~( S, V ( G ) - S ), respectively. 
If diam(G) = 2 and there is a dominated vertex y in G, then d iam(G-y)~<2.  Thus 
we get the following observation. 
Observation 1. A vertex diameter-2-critical graph has no dominated vertex. 
Observation 2. Let G be a vertex diameter-2-critical graph and suppose that there 
is an edge joining two vertices in Iz 2. Then G ~ C5. 
Proof. Let xy c E(G) such that x,y ~ V2, and write No(x) = {y,z} and No(y) = 
{x,w}. Then, since neither y nor w dominates x, z ¢; w and zw ~ E(G). Let l? = 
V(G) - {x,y,z,w}. Since da(z,w) = 2, we get P ¢ 13. For each t E 12, we obtain 
t E No(z) since do(x,t) = 2 and also t E No(w) since d(;(y,t) = 2. Therefore 
l ?cNa(z )  C~ No(w). In view of the fact that d iam(G-  t)>~3 for every t E 17, this 
implies that I171 = 1, and hence G ~ C5, as desired. [] 
Observation 3. Let G be a vertex diameter-2-critical graph other than C5 such that 
I V:I >1 2. Then the following hold: 
(i) There is a vertex t E V(G) which is' adjacent o all vertices in V:. 
(ii) Let Y = U~c~?(Na(x) - {t}). Then G[Y] is" a complete subgraph of G. 
Proof. (i) Let V2 = {X l ,X2  . . . . .  Xm}. For i,j with i ¢; j ,  we have Nc(xi) ¢ NG(xj) 
because xi and X~ do not dominate each other. Also xixj ~ E(G) by Observation 2, 
and hence Nc;(xi)N NG(X2) ¢ 13 by the fact that d(xi,x/) = 2. Now we proceed to 
show that I Ax~hNc(x)]  = 1. I f  m = 2 or m~>4, this is easily verified. Suppose 
m = 3 and [")x~NG(x) = 13. Then we see that there are three vertices yl,y2 and 
Y3 such that Nc(xl) = {Yl,Y2}, Nc(x2) = {Y2,Y3}, and No(x3) = {y3, Yl}. Since 
Y3 does not dominate x3 or x2, Yl,Y2 (~ No(y3). But this implies dc(xl,y3) = 3, a 
contradiction. Thus [ Nx~% No(x)[ = 1. Consequently, if we let t be the unique vertex 
in N r~%N~(x), then t has the required property. 
(ii) Let N(;(Xs) = {t, yi} for 14i<~m. Thus Y = {Yl,y2 .. . . .  Ym}. Then the ys are 
pairwise distinct since we have NG(xi) ¢ N6(xj) for i,j with i ¢ j. For i,j with i ¢ j, 
from the fact that t does not dominate xi, it follows that tyi ~ E(G), and hence we 
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get YiYj E E(G) from dG(Xj, Yi) = 2. Consequently, G[Y] is a complete subgraph 
of G. [] 
For each vertex diameter-2-critical graph G with 6(G)~>4, it can be easily shown 
the inequality in the Theorem holds. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a vertex diameter-2-critical graph on n vertices with 6(G)~>4. 
Then 
IE<G)I ~>(5n - 17)/2. 
Proof. I f  6(G)>~5 then we clearly have deg(V)~>5n. Thus, assume that there is 
a vertex t of  degree 4. Then, since N6(Nc(t)) D V - Nc[t] and t E No(a) for each 
a E No(t), deg(N6(t))>~n - l, and hence 
deg(V) = deg(t) + deg(Nc(t)) + deg(V - No[t]) 
/>4÷(n-1)+4(n-5)  
=5n-  17. [] 
In the next section, Section 3, we give a proof of  the Theorem for the case where 
the minimum degree of G is 3 (Lemma 2), and in the last section, Section 4, we give 
a proof of  the Theorem for the case where the minimum degree of G is 2 (Lemma 3). 
3. Proof of the Theorem (6(G) = 3) 
In this section we give a proof of  the Theorem for the case where the minimum 
degree of G is 3. 
Lemma 2. Let n>~23 be an integer and let G be a vertex diameter-2-critical graph 
on n vertices with 6 (G) :  3. Then 
IE(G)t (5n - 17)/2. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that deg(V)~<5n-  18. Let t E V3(G) and let 
NG(t) = {a,b,c}. Moreover, let T stand for No[t] = {t,a,b,c}. Let A = Nc(a) -T ,  B = 
NG(b) -T  and C = Nc(c) -T .  Let A = A-(BUC) ,  B = B- (CUA)  and C = C-(AUB). 
Since none of a, b or c is dominated by t, A, B and C are all nonempty. I f  there is a 
vertex y E ANBNC, then y dominates t. Hence, ANBNC ---- ~. Let e = [E(G[{a,b,c}])]. 
Since none of a, b or c dominates t, e ~< 1. 
Claim 1. 
deg(T) = n + 2 + IA n BI + IB n CI + IC ha l  + 2e. 
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Proof. Since ANBNC = (3, n -4  = ]AUBUC 1 = ]A]+]B]+IC]-]ANB]-]BNC]-ICNA ]. 
Since deg(a) + deg(b) + deg(c) = ]A U {t}l + IB U {t}l ÷ I C U {t) l + 2e,, this implies that 
deg(T)= deg(t) + (n -  4 + IA N B[ + ]B N C] ÷ ]C NA]) + 3 + 2e 
:n+2 + IA ha l  + IBnCI  + ICNAI +2t:, 
as desired. [] 
From Claim 1 and the assumption that deg(V)~<5n-  18, it follows that 
deg(A U B U C) ~< 4n - 20 - IA n BI - [On c[ - I cn  A I - 2e 
= 3IAUBUCJ + 131 + I/~l + ] (~ l -4 -2e . .  (3.1) 
Let A3 = AN V3, B3 = BN 1/3, C3 = CA V3, 33 = AN V3,/~3 =/~N V3 and Cs = (~N V3. 
Claim 2. I f  A3 # (3, then B3 N C3 = (3. 
Proof. Suppose that 33 # 13 and B3 n C3 :~ (3, and take x E ,43 and y E Bs N C3. 
Since d(x, y)~<2, we have NG-T(x)N N6-T(y) ¢ (3 or xy E E(G). Assume first that 
NG-r(x) NNG-r(y) ¢ (3, and write NG(X) = {a,u, v} and NG(y)= {b,c, v}. From the 
fact that d(x,z) ~<2 for all z E/~ U C, we get NG-r(u)UNG-T(V) D(BU C ' ) -  {u, v}, and 
we similarly get NG-T(V) D,~-- {V}. Since x E NG-T(U) and y C NG T(V), it follows 
that 
degG_v(U ) + degG_T(V) ~> t(3 U B U C) - {u, v}l + 2. (3.2) 
Since NG(U) n {a,b,c} ~ (3 and N6(v) N {a,b,c} # (3, this implies 
degG(u) + degG(v)~> I-dl + ]BI + ICI + 2, 
and hence 
deg(A U B U C) ~> ([A[ + I/~l + tC'[ + 2) + 3t(A U B U C) - {u,v)l 
= 3]A UB U C[ + 1,41 + I~1 +/cl  - 4. 
Comparing this with (3.1), we get e - (3, i.e., E(G[{a,b,c}]) = (3. Since d(y,a) = 2, 
this implies v E A. If v E AN(BUC), then (AU/~UC) -  {u,v} = (AU/~U d ' ) -  {u) and 
tNG(V) n {a, b, c)] >1 2; if v C A, then we get u E B N C from d(x, b) = d(x, c) = 2, and 
hence (AU/~UE')-  {u,v} = ( ,4U/~UC)-  {v} and ING(u)N{a,b,c}l >~2. Thus, in either 
case, I (dUBUC) -{u ,  v}J >/ Id l+ l~ l+ ld l -1  and INc(u)N{a, b, c}l+lNa(v)N{a, b c}l/> 3. 
Consequently, it follows from (3.2) that 
degc(u) + degc(v)>~ Iz~l + INI + Idl + 4, 
and hence 
deg(A U B U C)>~3lA U B U CI + IAI + I/}l + lel - 2, 
which contradicts (3.1). 
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Assume now that xy E E(G). Then No(y) = {b,c,x}. Write No(x) = {a,y,u}. 
Then Nc- r (u )D( /}  U C) - {u}, and Nc- r (x )DA - {x}. Hence, if u E A, we get 
]Nc-T(u) ]~>[BU(~U{x}[  = [/}[ + [C[ + 1 and [A] = 2; if u ~ A, then we get 
INa_T(u)[ >>, [((/~ U C) - {u}) U {x}[ ~> [B[ + ](7[ and [A] = 1. Thus, in either case, we 
have [Nc-r(u)]  >~ [A[ + [/}[ + [C[ - 1, and hence 
deg(A U B U C)>~ Idl + Ihl + ICI + 31(A u B u C) - {u}l. 
This contradicts (3.1), and this contradiction completes the proof of Claim 2. [] 
Claim 3. 
IA3 U N3 u c31 ) 4. 
Proof. I f  I,i3 u/~3 u C3l ~ 3, then 
deg(A U B U C) >. 3(IANBI +IBnCI+ICNAI)+41~U~U~I-3 
= 31A UBU CI + Idl + I~1 + IC'I- 3, 
which contradicts (3.1). [] 
By this claim, without loss of generality, we may assume that A3 ~ ~. Then by 
Claim 2, 
B3 N C3 = 0. (3.3) 
Claim 4. (B3 U C3) -A3  ---- (~. 
Proof. Take x E ,43, and write Na(x) = {a,u,d}. By way of contradiction, suppose 
that (B3 U C3) -A3  ¢ 0, and take y C (B3 U C3) -A3.  By (3.3), y E/}3 U C'3. We may 
assume y E/}3. Then applying Claim 2 to /}3 and A3 N C3, we get 
A 3 n C3 = ~J. (3.4) 
Write No(y) = {b,v,v'}. Since d(x,y)<~2, we have xy c E(G) or Na(x)nNa(y)  ¢ O. 
We choose our notation so that u' = y and v' = x in the case where xy c E(G), 
and so that u' = v' c Na(x) N Na(y) in the case where xy f~ E(G). We define e' and 
6 as follows: i f xy  E E(G), let ~' = IE(G[{u,v}])l and 6 = I{u ,v}-  (.4U/} U C)I; 
i f xy  ~ E(G), let e' = IE(G[{u,v,u'}])l and 6 = I{u,v,u'} - (AU/}  U C)I. We now 
separate some points of the proof, and present hem as subclaims. 
Subclaim 4.1. Suppose that xy E E(G). Then the following hold: 
(i) u ¢ v. 
(ii) I(A U B U C) - {u,v} - V31<~ Z - Z(e + d + 6). 
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Proof. We have NG--T(U) D(/} U C) - {y, u, v} and NG-T(r) D(AU C) - {x, u, t~}. Thus, 
i fu=v,  then 
deg G T(U)>~I(FIU/} U C) - {x,y,u}l + 2>!,41 + I~1 + I&-  1, 
and hence 
deg(A U B U C) ~>(Izl I + I/}l + ICl) + 31(A u B u C) - {u}l, 
which contradicts (3.1). This proves (i). Now we have 
dega_T(U ) + degG_T(V) >~ ](/1U/} U 0)  - {x, y, u, r}] + 2 + 2~1. 
Since 
I(~iu ~ u d ) -  {x, s, u, t,} l - I~il + I~l + I& 4+6 
and 
INc,(u) n {a,b,c}l  + [NG(r) n {a,b,c}l  = 2 + 6, 
this implies 
deg(A U B U C) ~> (]AI + ]/~1 + I ~] + 20;' + 6)) + 3I(A u B U C) -  {u,r}l 
+I(A uBu C) -  {u,v}- ~1. 
Comparing this with (3.1), we get (ii). El 
Subclaim 4.2. Suppose that xy q~ E(G). Then the jollowin¢t hold: 
(i) u ¢ t:. 
(ii) ] (AUBUC) -{u ,v ,u '}  V3I -..<3 - 2(e. + d + 6). 
Proof. Suppose that u = v. Note that if c = 0, then from the fact that d(x,b) = 
d(x,c) = d(y,a) = d(y,c) = 2, it follows that {u,u'} NA ¢ (3, {u,u'} NB ¢ (3 and 
{u,u"} N C ¢ (3, and hence {u,u'} n ((A N B) U (A N C) U (B N C)) ¢ (3, i.e., c~ > 0. 
Thus we have ~; + 6 > 0. Since 
NG-T(u)UNG-T(u ' )D(AUBUO)  {u,d} 
and x, y C NG T(U) N Nc_r(ul), 
deg G_ T(U) + degc, , T(u')~> ](A U/~ U C) - {u, u'}! + 2 + 2e,', 
and hence 
deg(A U B U C) >~((]AI + I/~l + ]C] + ~ + 2~') + (2 + 6)) 
+31(AUBUC ) {u,u'}]. 
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This together with (3.1) implies e + el + 6 -- 0, which contradicts the assertion that 
+ 6 > 0. Thus (i) is proved. Now since Ns-v (u)  UNc_r (u ' )  D(/} U C) - {u, u'} and 
NG-r(v)  U N6_T(u')  D(A U C) -  {v, u'}, and since x E N6_r (u)  and y E Nc- r (v ) ,  we 
obtain 
degG_/(u) + degc_r(v) + degc_r(u')  ~> I(A U/} U C) - {u, v, u'}l + 2 + 2d. 
Hence, 
deg(A U B U C) t> ((Idl + I/}1 + ICl - 1 + 6 + 2e') + (3 + 6)) 
+3 I(A u B U C)  - {u, v, u'}l + I(A U B U C)  - {u, v, u'} - V3 I, 
and this together with (3.1) implies (ii). [] 
From Subclaims 4.1 and 4.2, we get I(A UB U C) -  V3I ~<6, and hence 
IA3 U B3 U C3I >~(n - 4) - 6~> 13. (3.5) 
From Subclaims 4.1 and 4.2, we also get 
e + E I + 6 ~< 1. (3.6) 
Remark. If  deg(V)~<5n- 22, then instead of (3.6), we get e + e~+ 6~< - 1, which 
is obviously impossible. That is to say, the argument so far has already completed 
the proof of the inequality ]E(G)I>~(5n - 21)/2 for the case where -~3 ¢ 0 and 
(83 u c3) - A3 ¢ 0. 
We now investigate the distribution of edges joining two vertices in A3 U B3 U C3 
(Subclaims 4.3, 4.4, 4.7 and 4.9). 
Subelaim 4.3. N~_r(x) rq (A3 rq (B3 u C3)) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists w E Nc- r (x )n  (A3 A (B3 u C3)). Then by (3.4), w E 
NG-r (x )n (A3  riB3). Since NG-r (w)  = {x}, we get w = u, and we have ac E E(G)  
or bc E E(G)  by the fact that d(u,c)  = 2. Thus, e > 0, and hence 6=0 by (3.6). But 
since u C A3 fq B3, this is impossible. [] 
Suhelaim 4.4. Let z E A3 AB3, and write Nc - r (z )  = {x'}. Then x ~ f~ I"3. 
Proof. Suppose that x ~ c V3. Then by (3.3) and (3.4), x I ~ (A3 UB3) rq C3. Applying 
Claim 2 to C3 and A 3 rqB3, we get x ~ ~ C3. Moreover, since z and x ~ do not dominate 
each other, x ~ ~ A3 FI B3. Thus, x ~ E/13 U/}3. By symmetry, we may assume xI E -43. 
But then we get a contradiction by applying Subclaim 4.3 with x being replaced 
by x ~. [] 
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Subelaim 4.5. (i) I f  A3 NB3 = 0, then IA3I + I/}31 + Id3t~ 13. 
(ii) l fA3 NB3 ~;& 0, then IA3I + I/}31>/9. 
Proof. Statement (i) immediately follows from (3.3)-(3.5). To prove (ii), assume that 
A3 NB3 y~ 0. Then C3 = ~ by Claim 2, and hence IA31 + I/}3t + IA3 NB31>~13. Thus, 
it suffices to show 
JA3 NB31 ~<4. (3.7) 
Let IA3 NB3I = k, and write A3 NB3 = {zl,z2 . . . . .  zk} and, for each i, let No r(zi) = 
{xi}. Since the zi do not dominate ach other, the xi are pairwise distinct. Furthermore, 
xi ~ V3 by Subclaim 4.4. Consequently, IA3 N B31~<I(A U BU C) -  V31. Hence, if 
xy E E(G) or e + 6 > 0, (3.7) follows from Subclaims 4.1 and 4.2. Thus we may 
assume xy ~ E(G) and e + 6 = 0. Then we get xi E C from the fact that d(zi, c) = 2, 
and hence IA3 NB3I~<IC - V3I. In addition, we get u E /~, v E A and u ~ E 6" from 
d(x,b) = d(x,c) = d(y,a) = d(y,c) = 2, and hence IC -  V31~<4 by Subclaim 4.2. 
Thus, (3.7) is proved, and this completes the proof of  Subclaim 4.5. [] 
In view of Subclaim 4.5, we may assume IA3I ~> 5 at the cost of  relabeling. 
Subclaim 4.6. I f  xyEE(G),  then v ~ V3. 
Proof. Since No-  r(V) D(A-  {x, u, v}) U {y}, we get deg o_ r(v) >~ I~1 - 2 >/3, and hence 
dego(v)~>4, as desired. [] 
Subclaim 4.7. Nc_r(x) NA3 = I~. 
Proofi Suppose that there exists x I E Na-r(x)  N A3. Then by Subclaim 4.3, x / E t~ 3. 
Assume first that xy E E(G). Then x t = u. From the fact that d(x,c) = 2, we get 
acEE(G). Thus, ~ = 1, and hence 6 = 0 by (3.6), and 
(A U B U C) - {v} C V3 (3.8) 
by Subclaim 4.1. From d(y, c) = 2, we get v E C, which implies v E C because 6 = 0. 
Write N6(u) = {a,x,y'}. We get y~ EB from d(u,b) = 2. Applying (3.6) to u and y, 
we get 1 + I{Y', v,x} - (,4 U/} U C)I ~< 1, which implies y'  CA U B U C. Consequently, 
y'E/}. By (3.8), y 'E  V3. Write N6(y' )={b,u,w}.  Applying Subclaim 4.1 to u and y',  
we get (A U B U C) - {w} C V3. Since v ~ V3 by Subclaim 4.6, this together with (3.8) 
implies w = v. Applying (3.6) to x and y',  we get 1 + IE(G[{y,v,u}])l ~< 1. But since 
yv E E(G), this is impossible, and this contradiction completes the analysis of the case 
xyEE(G).  
Assume now that xy ~ E(G). I fx~yEE(G),  we are reduced to the case xyEE(G)  
by replacing x by x t. Thus, xty q~ E(G), and hence x ~ -- u. Since d(x,b) = d(x,c) = 2, 
we have u ~ E B n C or {ab, ac) n E(G) ~ 0. Consequently, ~+ 6 > 0, and hence d = 0 
by (3.6). Write No(u) = {a,x,w}. Since x and u do not dominate each other, w :~ u ~. 
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Since d(u, y)  = 2, this forces w = v, and hence uv E E(G). But since d ------ 0, this is 
impossible, and this contradiction completes the proof of Subclaim 4.7. [] 
Subclaim 4.8. xy ¢ E(G). 
Proof. Suppose that xycE(G) .  If  {u,v} A C = ~3, then from d(x,c) = d(y,c) = 2, we 
get ac, bcCE(G), which contradicts the earlier assertion that e~< 1. Thus, 
{u, v} N C ¢ @. (3.9) 
We now show that 
/}3 - {u} = {y}. (3.10) 
Suppose that there exists y 'E  t}3 - {u} with y/ ¢ y. Then by Subclaim 4.6, y '  ¢; v. 
Since d(x ,y )  = 2, this implies u ENc( J ) .  Write N~(y)= {b,u,w}. We show that 
v ~ w. Suppose that v = w. Then, applying (3.6) to x and J ,  we get 
+ Ig(a[{y, u, v}])l +I{Y, u, v} - (A U/} U C)I ~< ]. 
Since yv E E(G[{y,u,v}]), this implies e = 0 and u,v E AU/}  U C'. Since d(x,c)= 
d(y, c) = 2, this forces u, v c C', which contradicts the fact that d( J ,  a) = 2. Thus, 
v 7~ w. Now note that 
NG--T(U) UNo-T(W) D(AU C') - {u,w}. (3.11) 
Since Nc-r(u)  D/} - {y, u, v} and y' EN6-T(W), this implies 
degc_r(u)  + degc_T(W) >/ 
>/ 
>/ 
Since N6-r(v) DA-- {x,u, v} and 
(3.9). Consequently, 
I(Nc-v(u) n (A U/} U ~)) u (Nc-r(w) n (A u C))I 
+ING--T(W) N/}l 
I (du/} u ~) - {y,u,v,w}l + 1 
IAI + I/}1 + Idl - 3 + & 
y c NG_T(V), we also obtain degc_T(V ) >~ ]A] -  1 by 
deg(A U B U C) >~ ((21AI + IBI + IC[ - 4 + 6) + (3 + 6)) 
+31(A UBU C) - {u,v,w}l 
= 31A U B U C I + 21A I + I/}1 + I~l - 10 + 2a. 
Since ].~] >~5, this together with (3.1) implies e = 6 = 0. Since d(x,c) = d(y,c) = 
d(y', a) = 2, this forces u, v E C, and hence [/} - {y, u, v}] = ]/}] - 1. Since Nc-v(u) D 
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/} - { y, u, v} and y' E No-r(w),  this together with (3.11 ) implies that 
degc_v(u) + degG_r(W) >~ ]Nc-T(u) N/}1 + I(Nc_T(u) U NG-T(w))  N (A U C)] 
+lNc-T(w) n/}1 
/> I/} - {s,u,~,}l  ÷ t(.~ u ~)  - {u ,w} l  + 1 
/> I~1 + I/}1 + ICl - 2. 
We also obtain degG_T(v ) ~> ]A - {x, u, v}l + 1 = ]A]. Consequently, 
deg(A U B U C) ~> (21-~1 + I/}1 + Icl -2 )  + 3 
+3(](A u B u C) I -  3), 
which contradicts (3.1) because ]A] ~>5. Thus, (3.10) is proved. 
Next we show that 
e + 6 > 0. (3.12) 
Suppose that e = 6 = 0. Then from d(x, c) = d(y, c) = 2, we get u, v E C. Consequently, 
we get IB - B31 ~<2 by Subclaim 4.1, and I/}31 = 1 by (3.10), and hence I(B - B3) U 
/}31 ~< 3. Take three distinct vertices Xl,X2,X3 E,43 - {x}. Since d(xi, y)  = 2, v E Nci(xi) 
by Subclaim 4.7. Write Nc(xi)  = {a, v, wi}. Since d(xi, b) = 2, wi E B. On the other 
hand, wi q~ B3NC3 by (3.3) and, applying Subclaim 4.7 to xi, we also get wi ~ A3NB3. 
Consequently, wi E (B - B3) U/}3. Since xi ~ x, v, we also have wi 5/= y. Now since 
the xi do not dominate ach other, it follows that wl ¢ w2 ¢ w3 ¢; wE. But since 
] (B-  B3)U/}31 ~<3, this is impossible. Thus, (3.12) is proved. 
By Subclaim 4.1, it follows from (3.12) that 
(A U B U C) -  {u,v} C V3. (3.13) 
Take Xl,Xz,X3,X4 E,43 - {x}. By Subclaims 4.6 and 4.7, xi ¢ u,v. Since d(xi, y)<~2, 
this implies vENdx i ) .  Write Nc(xi)  --- {a,v, wi}. By (3.13), wiE V3 U {u}, and hence 
wi E/}3 U d'3 U {u} by Subclaim 4.7 and (3.3). Consequently, wi E (~3 U {u} by (3.10). 
Now since the xi do not dominate ach other, the wi are pairwise distinct. Thus, we 
may assume {Wl,Wz,W3} C 6"3. Then by the symmetry of the roles of B and C, we 
can apply (3.10) with x and y being replaced by xl and wl, to get 1C31 ~<2. But since 
wl ¢ we ¢ w3 ¢ wl, this is impossible, and this contradiction completes the proof of 
Subclaim 4.8. [] 
Subclaim 4.9. Let x' EA3. Then Na_r(x') N V3 = 9. 
Proo f .  Take y~ EN~_T(X~). Since x and y are arbitrary, it follows from Subclaim 4.8 
that .v'~/}3. By the symmetry of B and C, we also get y' ~ C3. Consequently, the 
desired conclusion follows from (3.3) and Subclaim 4.7. [~ 
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Subc la im 4 .10 .  e = 6 = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that e+6 > 0. Take xl,x2,x3,x4 CA3-{x}. Then for each i ,  xiy ~ E(G) 
by Subclaim 4.9, and hence Nr- r (x i )MNr_r (y )  ~: ~). Since Nc-r (y)  = {v,d}, we 
have either I{i Ixi u' EE(G)}[ >/2 or I{i IxivEE(G)}[ >73. 
Assume first that I{i I xi u' EE(G)}I t>2. We may assume XlU',X2U' EE(G). For each 
i=1,2,  write NG(Xi ) :{a,  uI, wi}. By Subclaim 4.9, wi(~ V3. Applying Subclaim 4.2(i) 
to xl and y, we get wi ¢ v. Since xi and x do not dominate ach other, we also have 
wi ¢ u. Thus, wi E (A U B U C) - {u, v, u'} - V3 for each i = 1,2. But since e + 6 > 0, 
this contradicts Subclaim 4.2 because we have wl ¢ we by the fact that xl and x2 do 
not dominate ach other. 
Assume now that 1{i [xiv E E(G)}I i>3. We may assume XlV, X2V, X3V E E(G). For 
each 1~<i~<3, write NG(xi)= {a,v, wi}. Then arguing as above, we see that wi ¢ 
(AUBUC) -  {v ,u '} -  V3 for each 1 ~<i~<3. But since wl¢w2¢w3¢wl  and e+6 > 0, 
this contradicts Subclaim 4.2. [] 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Claim 4. By Subclaims 4.8 and 
4.10, we get uE/~, yEA and u 'EC  from d(x,c) = d(x,b) = d(y,a) : d(y,c) = 2. 
Take xl,xz,x3,x4 E A3 - {x}. Applying Subclaim 4.10 to xi, we get NG-r(xi)CA U 
U C, and we also have y f~ Nc(xi) by Subclaim 4.9. Consequently, from d(xi, y )= 
d(xi, b) = d(xi, c )= 2, it follows that we can write No(x)= {a,u',wi}, where wi E B. 
By Observation 1 and Subclaim 4.9, wi E/? - {u} --/I3 C(A UBU C) - {u, v, u'} - Vs. But 
since the wi are pairwise distinct, this contradicts Subclaim 4.2, and this contradiction 
completes the proof of Claim 4. [] 
For convenience, let D = (B U C) - A and/)  = D-  (B n C). For each x E A U D, define 
f (x )  as follows: if xE.4U/5, let f (x )= 3; otherwise f (x )= 1. Then by Claim 4, 
degG_r(x)>~f(x ) for all x E (A - ,43)  UD. (3.14) 
Under this notation, (3.1) can be written in the following form: 
(degc_r(x) - f (x ) )  + 4 + 2e~<0. (3.15) 
xEAUD 
Note that for each x E,'I3, we have NG_r(x)ND ¢ 0 because x is not dominated by a. 
Let 
x = {x Asl IUc-r(x) n D[ = IUc_r(x) OAI ---- 1}, 
X'  -- {x EA3 I N~-r(x) c O }. 
Thus, A3 = X uX ' .  for each xeA3, write NG-r(x)= {~o(x),¢(x)}. Here we choose 
our notation according to the following rule. 
(1) Assume that x C X, and write Nr-r (x)  = {u,z} with u E D and z E A. If  
ING_r(z) ND[>~f(z), we let ~p(x):  z and ~b(x)= u; otherwise, we let ~p(x)= u and 
¢(x) = z. 
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(2) If  x EX ' ,  we choose our notation simply so that the inequality ING_v(qg(x))N 
DI 1> ING-T(~,(x)) n DI holds. 
Claim 5. Let xEA3. Then qo(x) ~ A3. 
Proofl Suppose that q~(x)E-43. Then x EX and f(q)(x)) = 3. By the definition of ~o 
and if, this implies 
deg G r(q~(x))>~ INc_r(q)(x)) n D I >~ f(ep(x)) > 2, 




For each u E A U D, let 
xu={xeXl~o(x)  = u}, r.  = {xeX l¢(x )  = u}, 
x"  = {x ex '  I ~o(x) = u}, r" = {x cx '  I ¢(x) = u}. 
[Nc,_r(u)OX[ = [Xul + [Yut and [Nc__r(u) NX'[ = [X~I + lYe[, and hence 
dega_r(u)  - - [Nc_r (u )nD[  + ]Xu[ + tY~[ + IX~'t + [Yu'l + IN~-r(u)n(  A -A3)[ .  
(3.16) 
U= {u~AUDIX~=/=O }, U '= {uEAUDIX[  ¢O}. 
IXl = E IXul and [X'] = ~ IX~]. (3.17) 
uEU uEU' 
We have U NA3 = 0 by Claim 5, and it follows from the definition of X t that U ~ c D. 
Claim 6. Let u E U. 
(I) I f  uEA, then INc -T (U)nOl -  f(u)>~o. 
(II) Assume that uED. Then the following hold. 
(i) ING-T(U) nDI  -- f(u)>~lOl - 6. 
(ii) I f  ac q~ E(G) and uEBND,  or if ab ~ E(G) and uEC ND, then 
ING_T(U) N D I - f (u )~ IDI - 4. 
( i i i ) / f  ab, ac ~ E(G), then ]Na-r(u) N DI - f (u)  >1 [DI - 4. 
ProoL Statement (I) follows from the definition of ~o and ~. To prove (II), assume 
that u E D, and take x E Xu. Thus, u = ~o(x). Since d(x,v)<~2 for all v E D, 
NG-'r(~o(x)) U NG-r (~(x) )  DO - {~0(x)}, and hence 
ING_T(qJ(X)) n D I + ING_r(g'(x)) ~ D I >~ IDI - 1. (3.18) 
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On the other hand, we have 
IXc-r(~,(x)) nDI <~f(O(x)) - 1 (3.19) 
by the definition of ~o and ~. Since f(~o(x)), f(0(x))~<3, (i) follows from (3.18) and 
(3.19). We now prove (ii). By symmetry, we may assume ac f~ E(G) and uEBND.  
Then from d(x, c) = 2, it follows that we have ~o(x) E B fq C or 0(x) E A n C, and 
henee f(~o(x))+ f(O(x))~<4. Consequently, (ii) also follows from (3.18) and (3.19), 
and (iii) immediately follows from (ii). [] 
Claim 7. Let uE U'. Then ING-r(u) NDI ~(IDI - 2)/2. 
Proof. Take x E X~. Then Na_r(~O(X)) U NG-T(O(x) )DD-  {(p(x),O(x)}, and the 
desired inequality therefore follows from the definition of qo and O. [] 
By (3.16) and Claim 60), we obtain 
~'~ dega_r(X) 
xEA 
>>. ~ (INa-r(u)nDl+lX.I)+ ~ dega_r(x) 
.EUf'IA xEA--U 
>~ ~ f(u)+ ~ IX.l+ ~ dega-r(x) 
uEUAA uEUNA xEA--U 
= ~ f (u )  - Ixi - Ix'l + ~ Ix.I + ~ (degG_r(x) - f (x ) ) .  
u@A uEUAA xEA- -~- -U  
(3.20) 
Claim 8. IDI ~<6. 
Proof. Suppose that IDI 1>7. Then by Claims 6(II)(i) and 7, IN6_r(u)nD I>~f(u) for 
all u E (U N D)U U', and hence it follows from (3.16) that 
dega-r(U) 
uED 
/> ~ ([NG-r(u) M D[ + IXu[ + ]Xu~[) + ~ dega_r(U ) 
uE(UnD)UU'  uED-U- -U '  
>~ ~ (f(u) + IX.I + Ix'l) + ~ dega_r(u) 
uE(UND)UU I uED--U--U'  
= ~ f(u) + ~ IX.I + ~ IX.'l + ~ (degG_r(U) - f(u)). 
uED uCUAD uEU ~ uED--U--U ~ 
+ ~ (dega_r(U) -- f(u)). 
uE (A uD)--A3 -- U -- U' 
deg6_r(U ) /> ~ f(u) - IX l -  IX'l + ~ Ix.I + ~ IX~'l 
uEAUD uEAUD uCU uEU I 
Combining this with (3.20), we obtain 
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In view of (3.14) and (3.17), this implies 
degc; r(u)>~ ~ f(u) ,  
uG,IuD u6ALJD 
which contradicts (3.15). [~ 
Remark. From IDI ~< 6, we easily obtain ~.~(unD)uu,(f(u) - INc, r(U) A DI) ~< 8 + 2c. 
Thus, if deg(V)~<5n- 23, the argument in the proof of Claim 8 yields a contradiction. 
Let 
Uo = {uE U IING_T(U ) G D[ - f (u )  < 0}. 
U~ = {u~U' -  U l [Nc - r (u )nDI -  f (u )  <0},  
w~ = {4,(x)Ix~X',~o(x)e u;}. 
Then 
UX,~c U r,'vC U r',  
and hence 
E IX, l l~ < E IVI. 
,,~u,', .,cu~', uK~ 
(3.21) 
We have U0 C D by Claim 6(I), and we also have U~, W~ C D by the definition of X'. 
Further, U~ N U = 0 by the definition of U~. [] 
Claim 9. Let u~Uo, and take xEX,.  Then ¢(x)cA - U. 
Proof. Let z -- O(x). By the definition ofA~,, xcX,  and hence zEA. By the definition 
of qo and t), INc_r(z)n D] < f (z) .  Again by the definition of qo and ¢, this means 
that z = ¢(y) for any yEX with yzEE(G),  and hence z ~ U. [] 
Claim 10. Let u E Uo, and suppose that f (u )  - INc,-T(U) N D] = 6 IDI. Take x cX,,. 
Then q?(x)EA -A3-  U, f (¢ (x ) )= 3, and ]N(;_r(~9(x))ND I = 2. 
Proof. By Claim 9, ¢(x)CA-U.  In view of (3.18) and (3.19) in the proof of Claim 6, 
the assumption that f (u)-]Na_T(U)ND] = 6-]D[ forces f (¢ (x ) )  = f(qo(x)) = 3 and 
[No r(~9(x))ND] = 2. Since this implies dega_T(tg(x))~> ](Nc,_r(~(x))ND)U{x}] > 2, 
we also get ~(x)~ 73. [] 
Claim 11. Let Q= {UEUoIf (u)- - ING r(u) ND[ =6-1D]} .  Then 
e(D,A - A3 - U) 
+ Z 
z6A A~--U 
(degc, r(z) - f ( z ) )>~ IQ[. 
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Proof. Fix xu EXu for each u E Q, and let Z = {O(xu)lu E Q}. For each z E Z, let 
Qz = {u ~ Q[ ~,(x.) = z}. Then for each z E Z, we have e(D,z) = [Nc-r (z )  N D[ = 2 
and degc_r(Z)>~lNG-r(z)nOl + I{xu I uEOz)l--IOzl +f (z ) -  1 by Claim 10, and 
hence e(D,z)/2 + (degc_r(z)  - f ( z ) )>~ ]Qz]. Since Z CA -A3  - U by Claim I0, this 
together with (3.14) implies 
e(D, A - A3 - U) 
zEZ 
zEZ 
+ E (deg6_r(Z) - f ( z ) )  
zEA-A3- u 
+ (dego_r(Z) - f (z ) )~ 
/ 
= IOl. [ ]  
Claim 12. Suppose U t ¢ O. Then e(D,D)>~ID[ - 2. 
S.  ! Proof. Take u E U' and x E u. Then NG(u) U Na(O(x)) D D - {u, 0(x)}, and hence 
e(D,D) >~e({u, ~k(x)},D - {u, O(x)})/> [D - {u, O(x)} I = IDI - 2. [] 
Claim 13. Suppose that 5 ~< IDI ~<6. Then thefollowin9 hold. 
(i) INo-r(u)nOl = 2for  each uEU~. 
(ii) ING_r(w) n D] ~> IOl - 4 for each w E Wd. 
Proof. Statement (i) immediately follows from Claim 7. To prove (ii), take w E W~, 
and choose xEX '  so that ~b(x) = w and ~0(x) E U~. Then Nc_r(~o(x))UNc_r(w)DD- 
{q~(x), w}. Since ]Nc_r(q)(x))ND I = 2 by (i), this implies ING-r(w)nOl/>(191-2)-2, 
as desired. [] 
Let P = U~ U(Wd - U -  U'). Then PCD and U0 NP  = 0 (see the paragraph 
preceding Claim 9). 
Claim 14. Suppose that Uo = O. Then the following hold. 
(i) }-~u~e(f(u) - [Nc_r(u) NDI)~<8. 
(ii) I f  equality holds in (i), then IDI = 4 and D = D = P. 
Proof. I f  P = 0, there is nothing to be proved. Thus, assume P ~ 0. Then U~ 7 ~ !3 
by the definition of W~, and hence IDI >~2 by the definition of X ' .  First assume that 
[D] ~<4. By Claim 12, e(D,D)>>.ID I -- 2. Since 
f (u)~<3 for each uEP (3.22) 
and since 
3 -[NG_r(u)NDI>~3 --(]D]-  1)~>0 for each uED-P ,  (3.23) 
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this implies 
( f (u ) -  ]Nc_7-(u)NDI) <, ~ (3 - [Na_r (u )NDI )  
uCP uCP 
< ~ (3 - INc_r (u)nDI )  
uED 
= 3101 - 2e(O,D) 
< IDI + 4 
~<4+4=8.  
Thus, (i) is proved. Now suppose that equality holds in (i). Then equality holds 
throughout. In particular, we have ]D I = 4 and e(D,D) = ID I -  2 = 2, and equal- 
ity holds for each ucP  in (3.22), and equality holds for each ucD-P  in (3.23). But 
then 3 -  INc_r (u )n  D I >/ -3-  e(D,D) = 1 for each u E D. Consequently, the equality 
in (3.23) implies D = P, and the equality in (3.22) therefore implies D =/ ) .  
Next we assume ]D] = 6. Then by Claim 13, 3 - ]Nc_r (u )NDl<~l  for each uEP, 
and hence ~cp( f (u )  - ING-r(u) n DI)< IPI < 6. 
Finally, assume that ID[ = 5. Then by Claim 13, 
3 - INo_r (u )ND I = 1 for each uCU~ (3.24) 
and 
3 -INc_r(w)nDl~2 for each w E P - U~, (3.25) 
and hence ~uep(f(u)-- lNo_r(u)ND[)<~lU~[ + 2 IP -  U~I. Now suppose that 
~-]~uep(f(u)- ]Nc_r(u)NDI)>~8. Then since ]U~] ~> 1, we have D = P. Since f (u )  is 
odd for each u E D, this implies that ~-~u~p(f(u)- ]No- r (u )ND] )  = ~u~Df(u)  
2e(D,D) is odd, and hence ~-]~uep(f(u)- ]Na-T(u)NDI)~>9. Consequently, IU~] = 1 
and ]P -  U~[ = 4, and equality holds in (3.24) and (3.25). Write U~ = {v}. Let 
wED-  {v} = P -  U~. Take xE  Y(~ so that cp(x)E U~. Thus, w = if(x) and v = ~0(x), 
and hence Na-r(v)  UNa_r (w)  D D - {v, w}. This together with the equality in (3.24) 
and (3.25) forces Nc-~'(v) U Na- r (w)  = D-  {v,w}, and hence vw c~ E(G). Since 
wED-  {v} was arbitrary, this means that Na--r(v)N D = 0. This contradicts (3.24), 
and this contradiction completes the proof of Claim 14. [] 
Claim 15. Suppose that ab, ac f~ E(G). Then the following hold: 
(i) ~ucuo( f (u )  - [NG_T(U ) ND[) + ½ ~u~e( f (u )  - [N(; r(u) ND[)~<4. 
(ii) I f  equality holds in (i), then D = £), D = UoUP, and one of the following holds: 
(a) [D[ = 2, Uo = D, and P = ~; or 
(b) [D[=4,  U0=0,  andP=D.  
Proof. Recall that U0 n P = ~ (see the paragraph preceding Claim 14). Let g(u) = 
f (u ) -  ]Nc - r (u )N  D] for each u C U0, and let g(u) = ½( f (u ) -  INa_r(u)n D I) for 
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each uEP. In view of Claim 14, we may assume Uo ¢ 13. Then ID]~<3; otherwise, 
INc-r(u) ND[-  f(u)>-O for all uE f by (I) and (II)(iii) of Claim 6, which means 
that Uo -- 13 by the definition of Uo. By Claim 6(I1)(iii), 
g(u)~<4- [D I for each uEUo. (3.26) 
Since we clearly have 
g(u)~ 3 for each uEP, (3.27) 
this implies 
g(u)~<(4- IDI)lVol + 31D - Vol = 31DI +(~ -IDI)lVol ~4. 
uEUoUP 
Thus, (i) is proved. 
Now suppose that equality holds in (i). Then we have either IDI = 3 and IU0] -- 1 
and IP] = 2, or ]D[ = 2 and IU0] -- 2, and equality holds for each u E U0 in (3.26), 
and equality holds for each uEP in (3.27). Suppose that IDI =3, ]U0] = 1 and IP] = 2. 
Then U~ U W~ ¢ 13, and hence U~ ¢ (3. But by Claim 7, 9(u) <~ (3 - 1 )/2 for each u E U~. 
Hence, in (3.27), equality does not hold for any uE U~, a contradiction. Thus, ]D[ = 2 
and I U0] = 2. Consequently, U0 = D, and hence U~ ----- Wd - 13 by the definition 
of U~ and W~. Furthermore, the equality in (3.26) now implies that f (u)  = 3 and 
]Nc-T(u) ND] = 1 for each uED, and hence D =/ ) .  [] 
Claim 16. Suppose that {ab, ac} NE(G) ¢ 13. Then 
( f (u)  - ING_T(U) ND]) + 1 Z ( f (u)  -- ]NG--T(U) ND]) 
uEUo uEP 
11 e(UoUP, A -A3-U)  
~< 2- + 2 + ~ (dego_T(Z) -- f(z)) .  
zEA --,~; -- U 
Proof. By symmetry, we may assume ab E E(G). Then since e~< 1, ac, bc ~ E(G). 
Since b is not dominated by a, we get 
B ND ~ 0 (3.28) 
from bc ~ E(G). Now let g be as in Claim 15. In view of Claim 14, we may assume 
U0 ¢ 13. Then [DI~<5 by Claim 6(II)(i). If [DI --- 5, then by Claims 6(II)(i) and 
13, g (u)~ l  for each uC U0 UP and hence ~ucU0upg(u)~<5. Thus, we may assume 
]D]~<4. Let k = max{g(u) I u E Uo). Then ]D[~6-  k by Claim 6(II)(i). If k -- 1, 
then since IDI ~4 and Uo ¢ 13, we have 
g(u)~< IUol + 3( IDI -  lUol)~ ~-. 
uEUoUP 
Thus, we may assume k >~ 2. If [ Uo UP] ~< 4-  k, then ~uc  uoue g(u) <~ k(4 -  k) ~< 4. Thus, 
we may assume [Uo UP]/>5 - k. Then since ]D]~<6- k, ]D[ = 5 - k or ]D] = 6 -  k. 
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Assume for the moment hat IDI = 5-k .  Then by Claim 6(II)(ii), g(u)<4-[DI = k 1 
l for each u C (U0 ~-1 B) U P. Consequently, it for each uE U0 NB, and hence g(u)~k-
l = ~.  follows from (3.28) that ~uCUoUP g(u) <<,kldl+(k- ½)lBnOl ~<k(lOl- 1)+(k- y) 
Thus, we may assume IDI = 6 - k. Let Q = {u c Uo I ,q(u) = k}. Note that since 
Iu0 u PI >5 - k, Ig0 u Pl = Iol - 1 or ID[. Assume first that ]U0 U P] - ]D] - 1. 
Take vEQ and xEX~,. By Claim 10, ~(x)EA -A3 - U and IN(; r (0 (x ) )~DI  = 2, 
and hence INc;_ r(0(x))  rl (Uo u P)I t> 1. Consequently, e(Uo U P, A - ~zl 3 - g ) ~ l, and 
hence 
11 e(UoUP, A -A3 U) 
~a(u)<~klUo U Pl = 6 <<. T + 
uC b~,UP 2 
Assume now that IUo U PI = IDI. By Claim 6(II)(ii), 
g (u )~<4-1D[=k-2  for each uCUoNB. (3.29) 
This implies that g(u)<~ for each uE(Uo AB)UP, and also implies 13 ¢ Qc  C, and 
hence 1 ~< IUo N CI ~<5 - k . Consequently, 
,q(u) <~ klQI +(k-  1)(Iuo c~ c [ -  IQ])+ 3( [D[ -  IUo n ~1) 
u6UoUP 
= (k - 1)lUo c~ CI + ~((6 - k) - IUo ~ CI) + IQI 
'4 + IOl. 
Since U0 U P = D, the desired inequality now follows from Claim 11. [] 
Claim 17. 
! 
~ ( f (u )  - INa_r (u )NDI )<~ 
uEP uE~oUW~  
Igl + ~ IY~I +e(P,A ~i3) , 
Proof. For each uEP, we have X, = (3 by definition, and hence it follows from (3.14) 
and (3.16) that 
f(u)-INc._y(u)nDl<<.lX,:l + IY/I + IY,,I + INc r(U)C](A 23)1. 
Since we have X, ~ = 13 for each u E W E - U - U', we therefore obtain 
( f (u )  - ING_r(u) ADI)  
uEP 
-< E I<1+ E IY'I+ E [Y.I+ E INc~ y(u)n(a- -~3) l  
u6 U~', u6P uEP u6P 
~< E IX.'l + E IY'l + E IY,,I +e(P,A -A3). 
,~<', ,~<',uw~l ,,cP 
In view of (3.21), this immediately implies the desired inequality. [] 
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Claim 18. 
(f(u)- [NG_r(u)NDI) + ½ ~ (f(u)- ING-T(u)NDI) 
uEUo uEP 
1( ) /> 4 +2e-t- ~ ~ IYuI+e(UoUP, A -A3-U)  
uEUoUP 
+ ~ (dego_r(z) - f(z)). 
zEA --,43 -- U 
Proof. Since we have INc_r(u) N D I >~f(u) for each u E ((U n D) U U') - Uo - U~ 
by the definition of U0 and U~, it follows from (3.14) and (3.16) that 
dego_r(u) = ~ (INa-T(u) n O l + Is~l + I Y~I + IXuq + lEVI) 
uED uE(UAD)UU'UW~ 
+e((UND)  U U'U Wd,A -43)+ ~ dega_r(u) 
uED- -U-U~-Wo 
>~ ~ f(u)- ~ (f(u)--INc_r(u)nD]) 
uED uEUoUP 
+ Z IXul+ ~lX ' l+  ~ If'l+ ~ Ir.I 
uEUnD uEU' ~ ' uEU UW~ uEUoUP 
+ e(Uo U P, A -43). 
Since we clearly have 
uE UoUP uE UoUP 
and 
e(Uo U P,A - -43) ~> ½(e(P,A - 43) + e(Uo U P,A - ff13 - U)), 
this together with Claim 17 implies 
degc_r(u)/> ~ f(u)- ~ (f(u)- INa_r(u)NDI) 
uE D uE D uE Uo 
-½~(f(u)-[Na_r(u)ND[)+ ~ [X~ I
uEP uE UAD 
IY.I + e(tYo UP, A -43 - t/)). + z Ix'l+½ 
uEU ~ uE 
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In view of (3.17), this together with (3.20) implies 
degc_r(U ) ~> ~ f (x ) -  ~ ( f (u ) -  INc-T(u)NDI) 
uEAUD xcAUD uE Uo 
- 2 ( f (u ) - INc_T(u)NDI )  
uEP 
,( 
+ 2 .E P 
+ ~ (degc_r(Z) -- f(z)).  
zEA--,43--U 
Comparing this with (3.15), we obtain the desired inequality. [] 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Lemma 2. In view of (3.14), 
Claims 15(i), 16 and 18 imply that e = 0, 
1 ( f (u ) - ING-T(u)ADI )+ ~ ~ ( ( f (u)  - INc_r (u)nDI ) )  = 4, (3.30) 
tie l~l ttEP 
Yu = 13 for each u E U0 U P, (3.31 ) 
E(Uo U P,A - A3 - U) = 13 (3.32) 
and 
deg c r ( z ) -  f ( z )= 0 for each zEA -43  - U. (3.33) 
By (3.30) and Claim 15(ii), D =/3  and D = U0 UP  and (a) or (b) of  Claim 15(ii) 
holds. Since U0 U P = D, it follows from (3.31 ) and the definition of  Y, that 
U N A = 13, (3.34) 
and hence it follows from (3.32) and (3.33) that 
E(D,A - 43) = ~ (3.35) 
and 
dega_r(Z ) -  f ( z )  = 0 for all zEA -43 .  (3.36) 
We now show that 
A - 43 = 13. (3.37) 
Suppose that there exists z EA - A3. Since A n B N C = 13, we may assume z ~ B. 
Since e = 0 and D = 13, and since b is not dominated by a, /3 :~ 13. Take u E/~. Since 
d(z,u)<~2, it follows from (3.35) that Nc - - r ( z )n  Nc_r(u)  ¢ 13. Take x E NC-T(z)N 
NG-r(u). By (3.35), xEA3, and hence Nc- r (x )  = {z,u}. Since e = 0 and d(x,c) = 2, 
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this forces zEA N C, and hence f ( z )  = 1. Since e = 0 and d(z,b) = 2, we also have 
Na-r(z)  n B ¢ O. Consequently, degc_r(z)~> I(Na_r(z) n B) U {x}] >~2 > f (z) .  But 
since z EA - ,43, this contradicts (3.36). Thus, (3.37) is proved. 
Now suppose that Claim 15(ii)(a) holds. Take u E D = U0 and xEXu. Then since 
= 0 and q~(x) = uED =/5 ,  the fact that d(x,b) = d(x,c) = 2 forces ff(x)EA -A ,  
and hence A -A  ~ (~, which contradicts (3.37). 
Thus, Claim 15(ii)(b) must hold. Then since U N U~ = 0 by the definition of U~, 
and since we clearly have U N (Wd - U'  - U) = (~, we get U ND = 0 from P = D. 
Consequently, U = {a by (3.34), and hence X = 0 by the definition of  U. From the fact 
that no two vertices in X '  dominate ach other, it follows that Nc- r (x )  ¢ NG-r(y) for 
any x, yEX '  with x ¢ y. Also for each xEX ' ,  the fact that d(x,b) = d(x,c) = 2 forces 
Nc - r (x )  n/~ ¢ (~ and NG-r(x) n C ¢ (~ because D =/5  and E = 0 . Consequently, 
1.431 -- IX'l~<l~llCI~ <4, and hence IV(a)l = ITI + 1~31 ÷ ID1~<12 by (3.37). But this 
contradicts the assumption that I V(G)I/>23, and this contradiction completes the proof 
of  Lemma 2. 
4. Proof of the Theorem (~(G) = 2) 
In this section we complete the proof of the Theorem by proving the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a vertex diameter-2-critical graph on n vertices with 6(G) = 2. 
Then 
-17  IE(G)I ~ 5n 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that deg(V)~<5n-  18. 
Claim 1. I v21 = 1. 
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that IV2] = m ~> 2. From the assumption that 
deg(V)~<5n-  18, we see that G ~ C5, and hence by Observation 3(i), there is a vertex 
tE V which is adjacent o all vertices in V2. Let Y = Na(V2) - {t}, W = No(t) - V2 
and U = V - (V2 U Y U {t} U W). By Observation 3(ii), G[Y] is a complete subgraph 
of G. We first show that W ~ 0. Suppose that W = 0. Under this assumption, if there 
is a vertex u E U, then d(t, u)~>3, a contradiction. Thus, U = 0. Therefore, n = 2m + 1 
and 
deg(V)/> deg(t) + deg(V2) + deg(Y) 
=m+2m+m 2 
10m-12=5n-17 ,  
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which is a contradiction. Thus W ~ 13. From the fact that no vertex in W dominates 
any vertex in V2, we get E(W, Y) = 13. The fact diam(G) = 2 assures us that Nc(W)C~ 
Na(Y) ¢ 13, and hence we get U :fi !3. Take xE V 2 and write Nc(x) = {y,t}. Then we 
see that Na(y) D U from the fact that d(x, u) = 2 for each u E U. Consequently, 
yuEE(G) for each yEY  and uEU. (4.1) 
From the fact that d(u,t) = 2 for each u E U, we get NG(u) N W ¢ 13 for each 
u E U. Similarly, from the fact that d(w,y) = 2 for each w E W and y E Y, we get 
U N Na(w) ¢ 13 for each wE W. Consequently, we have 
e(U, W)>~ max{IUI, Iwl}. (4.2) 
From (4.1) and (4.2), we get 
deg(U) = e(Y, U) + 2e(U, U) + e(U, W) 
>~ mlU I + 2e(U, U) + max{IUI, ]WI}. (4.3) 
Therefore, 
deg(V) = deg(t) + deg(V2) + deg(Y) + deg(U) + deg(W) 
>~ (m + ]WI) + 2m + m(m + IUI) 
+ (mlU I + 2e(U, U) + max{IUI, IW]}) + deg(W) 
3m + m 2 + 2mlU ] + 2e(U, U) 
+ max{IUI, ]ml} + I ml + deg(W). (4.4) 
We now show m = 2 and IU]~>3. I fm~>3 or lUll<2, then from (4.4) and the fact 
deg(W)~>3lW I, we get 
deg(V) >~ 3m + m 2 + 2mlU I + 5IW I 
= 5(2m+ 1 +]U I+ lWl )+(m 2-7m-5)+(2m-5) lU  ] 
~>5n-17 .  
Consequently, we get 
m=2 and lUll>3. (4.5) 
Hence, n = 5 + IU] + ]WI, and from (4.4) we get 
deg(V)>J lO+4lu l+ze(u,u)+max{lUl ,  lw l}+lWl+deg(W ). (4.6) 
If  w (~ v3 = (3, then deg(W)>~41W], and hence from (4.6), we have 
deg(V) >~ 10 + 4lgl  + Igl + 51 wI 
= 5(5+lU l+ lwI ) -  15 > 5n-  17, 
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a contradiction. Therefore, there exists a vertex w E W n //3. Write No(w) = {t, u, v}. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that u C U. We first consider the case 
where v E U. In this case, from the fact that d(w,u')<~2 for each u 'E  U, we get 
N6(u)UNc(v) D U-{u,v},  which implies that e(U, U)>~ [U[ -2 .  Therefore, from (4.5) 
and (4.6), we get 
deg(V) >~ 10 ÷41UI ÷21UI -  4÷51W1 
= 5(5 ÷ IUI ÷ IWI) - 17 + (IU[ - 2) 
> 5n-  17, 
a contradiction. We next consider the case where v E W. In this case, we observe that 
Na(u) U N6(v) D U - {u} which implies that 
]NG(u) n UI + ]N6(v) n U I>~IU I -  1. (4.7) 





10 ÷ 41el + 2e(U, U) + 21wI -4- deg(W - {v}) + deg(v) 
10 ÷ 41el ÷ 21No(u) n el ÷21Wl + 3(IWI- 1)+(ING(V)n el ÷2) 
10 + 41el + (INdu) n el + INdv) n el)  + 51Wl - 1 
10 + 51el + 51Wl - 2 
5n - 17, 
which contradicts the assumption that deg(V)~< 5n-18,  and this contradiction completes 
the proof of  Claim 1. [] 
Write V2 = {t} and Nc(t) = (a, b}, and let T = N6[t] = {t, a, b}. Since neither a nor 
b dominates t, ab q~ E(G). Let A ---- NG(a)--{t} and B = Nc(b)-{t}. Now ifA n B ¢ 0, 
then t is dominated by vertices in A n B. Thus, A n B : 0, and hence deg(T) -- 
n + 1. Since we are assuming deg(V)~<5n-  18, this implies deg(A UB)~<4n-  19 = 
4(IAI + IB[)- 7. Since degc_r(x  ) = deg(x) -  1 for all xEA UB, this can be written 
in the form 
deg6_r(x)~<3(lA I + IB[) - 7. (4.8) 
xEAUB 
Cla im 2. IAI ~3,  IBI ~3 
Proof. Recall that t is the only vertex that has degree 2 in G. Thus, IA] ~>2, ]B] ~>2. 
Suppose that A or B, say A, has cardinality 2. For each yEB, we have Nc-r(y) n A ~ 0 
because y is not dominated by b. Thus, Y~'~x~A degc-r(x)>~e(A,B)>1 ]BI. On the other 
hand, since deg6_r (y )  = degc(y ) -  1 ~>2 for every y E B, Y'~y~sdeg6_r(y)>~2iB]. 
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Consequently, ~-~xeAuBdegc_r(x)>~31B[ = 3([A I + IB[) -6 ,  which contradicts 
(4.8). [] 
Let A 3 = AN V3 and B 3 = BN V3. We now aim at showing either A3 or B 3 is empty. 
Claim 3. No edge of G joins a vertex in A3 and a vertex in B3. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists xycE(G)  with xEA3 and y E B3. Write Nc-r(x)  -- 
{y,u} and Na-T(y) = {x,v}. We have Na_T(U)DB - {y,u,v} and NC-T(V)DB -- 
{x, u, v}. We also have x E Nc_r(u) and y E Nc-r(V). Thus, if u = v, then degc_r(U ) >~ 
I(A UB) - {x,y,u}l + 2, and hence 
degc_r(Z)~>(IA[ + IB[ - 1) +21(A UB) -  {u}l, 
zEAUB 
which contradicts (4.8). On the other hand, if u ¢ v, then degc_r(u)+dega_T(V ) >~ I(Au 
B) -  {x,y,u,v}l +2,  and hence 
E degc-r(Z)>~(lA[ + [B[ - 2) + 21(A U B) -  {u,v}[, 
zCAUB 
which again contradicts (4.8). [] 
Claim 4. Let xEA3 and yEB3. Then either NG_r(x)NA or NC-T(y)NB is empty. 
ProoL Since d(x, y)~<2, it follows from Claim 3 that NG-r(x)n Nc-r (y )  ¢ O. Write 
Nc_r(x) = {u,u'} and Nc- r (y )  = {v,u'}. By symmetry, we may assume that u'EB, 
which means that N6- r (y )n  B ¢ 0. Since y is not dominated by b, we have v E A. 
Now by way of contradiction, suppose that N~_r(x)n A ¢ 0. Then u EA, and hence 
we get NG-T(U)U Na- r (u ' )DB-  {u'}, and Na-r (v)U Nc- r (d )DA-  {v}. We also 
have x ENG_T(U) and y ENc-r(v).  Thus, if u = v, then degG_r(v)+ degc_r(U')>~ 
](A UB) - {v,u'}] + 2, and hence 
E degc-r(z)~>([A[ + ]B[) + 2I(A UB) - {v,u'}l, 
zEAUB 
which contradicts (4.8). On the other hand, if u ¢ v, then degG_r(u ) + dega_r(V ) + 
deg c_ r(u') ~> ](A U B) - {v, u'}l + 2, and hence 
Y~ deg6_r(Z)>~(]A t + ]BI) + 21(A UB)  - {u,v,u'}], 
zEAUB 
which again contradicts (4.8). [] 
Claim 5. Either A 3 or B3 & empty. 
Proof. Suppose that A3 7 ~ 0 and B3 ~ 0, and take xCA3 and yCB3. As in the proof of 
Claim 4, we can write Nc-r(x)  = {u,u I} and N6-T(y) = {v,u'}, and we may assume 
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that u'E B, and hence v E A. Then by Claim 4, u E B. Since NG-r(u)LJ NG_T(U t) ~ B-  
{u, u') ,  and NG-r(v) U NG-r(u') D A - {v}, and since x E Nc-r(u) and y E NG-v(V), 
we get degc_v(U) + degG_r(v ) + degG_r(u t)/> [(A U B) - {u, v, u')[ + 2, and hence 
degr - r ( z ) />  ([A I + [B[ -  1 )+2I (AUB ) -  {u,v,u'}l 
zEAUB 
+ [(A tAB) - {u,v,u'} -A3 -B3 I .  
Comparing this with (4.8), we obtain I(A U B) - {u, v, u'} - A 3 -- B3I = 0, i.e., 
(A U B) - {u, v, u'} C V3. (4.9) 
Now since IAI >t3 by Claim 2, we can take x' EA -{x ,  v}. By (4.9), x' EA3, and hence 
we get Nr_r(x ~) NA = 0 by applying Claim 4 to x ~ and y. By Claim 3, this together 
with (4.9) implies NG_T(X')C{u,u'}. Consequently, NG-T(X') = {U,U'}, and hence 
x and x ~ dominate each other. This contradicts Observation 1, and this contradiction 
completes the proof of Claim 5. [] 
In view of Claim 5, we may assume B3 = 0 by symmetry. Then 
degr_r(X)>~3 for a l l xE(A-A3)UB.  
Let 
(4.10) 
X= {xEA3]  [NG-T(X) AB I = ING- r (X)hA l  = 1}, 
Y'  = {xcA3lNc-r(x) CB}. 
Thus, A3 = X UX ' .  For each xEA3, write Nc - r (x )  = {~o(x),~(x)}. Here we choose 
our notation according to the following rule. 
(1) Assume that x EX ,  and write NG-r(x) = {u,z} with u EB  and z EA.  If  
[Nr - r (z )  A B 1 i>3, we let ~o(x) = z and ~9(x) = u; otherwise, we let ~o(x) = u and 
~0(x) = z. 
(2) I fxEX ' ,  we choose our notation simply so that the inequality ]NG-r(q)(x))MB[ >>- 
IN~-r (~,(x) )  nB I  holds. 
For each uEA UB, let 
x,, = {xEX[~p(x) = u}, r .  = {xcX lq , (x )  = u}, 
x~ = {xEX ' i~(x)  = u}, Y~ : {xcX ' l~(x)  : u}. 
Then 
degc_r(u  ) = INc_r(u)N B I + [Xu[ + IY~l + [xuq + IY~l 
+lNc- r (u )  n (A - .43)1. (4.11) 
Let 
U= {uEAUBIXu¢O }, U '= {uEAUBIX'~ ¢O }. 
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Then 
IXl = Z I2"1 and IX'I = Z I&'l. (4.12) 
uEU uEU' 
By the definition of X t, U~C B. By considering the distance between a vertex in 2" 
or X,~ and the vertices in B, we obtain the following two claims. 
Cla im 6. Let  u C U. 
(i) l f  uEA, then INc-w(u)nBl>~3. 
(ii) I f  ucB,  then INc T(u)nBI~IBI - 3. [] 
Cla im 7. Let uE U'. Then INc_r(u) ABt>~(IBI - 2)/2. 
Cla im 8. I f  IBI ¢ 3,4, then ~(vnB)ut ; ,  (3 - INa-r(u) nBI)~6. 
Proof. Let R = (U N B) U U'. Note that !B[/>5 by Claim 2. Thus, if IBI = 5 or 6, 
then by Claims 6(ii) and 7, INc-v(u)N BI~>2 for each u ER, and hence ~,~e(3-  
IN~-r(u) n BI)~< IBI ~<6; if IBI >17, then by Claims 6(ii) and 7, INc-r(u) N BI/>3 for 
each uER, and hence ~-~,~R(3 -[NG r(u)nBI)<~O. [] 
Now arguing as in (3.20) we obtain 
degc, r(x)>~31AI- IX I -  IX'l + ~ 12"1 + ~ (dega_r(x) - 3). 
xCA uEUNA xEA--A3--U 
(4.13) 
Cla im 9. IBI : 3 or 4. 
Proof. Suppose that IBI ¢ 3,4. Then by (4.11) and Claim 8, 
Y'~degc_r(u) 
uEB 
~ (ING--T(U) n BI + 12.1 + IX,2f)+ E degG--T(U) 
uE(UfqB)UU' ucB-U-U '  
~3l (gnB)U g ' l -6+ ~ (12.1+1221)+ ~ degG_r(u) 
uE(Uf-IB)UU' uEB-U  U' 
= 31BI + E 12"1 + ~ IXu'l + ~ (degc,_r(u)- 3) - 6. 
uE UfhB uE U ~ uEB-- U-- U r 
Combining this with (4.13), we obtain 
uEAUB 
deg~_r(u) ~> 3(IAI ÷ IBI) - IX l -  IX'l + E 12"1 + E IX~'l 
uEU uEU ~ 
+ ~ (degc_r(u) - 3) - 6. 
uE(AUB)--A-,--U U t 
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In view of (4.10) and (4.12), this implies 
degG_r(u)>~3(lA ] + [BI) - 6, 
uEAUB 
which contradicts (4.8). [] 
Let 
Uo = {u~UI  [NG-r(u) nBI < 3}, 
u~ = {uEU' -  u I  IN~-r(u) nBI < 3}, 
rv~ = {¢(x) IxcX ' ,  ~o(x)~ u~}. 
We have Uo CB by Claim 6(i), and we also have U~, W~ CB by the definition o fX  I. 
Further, U~ N U -- 0 by the definition of U~ 
Arguing as in Claim 11 in the proof of Lemma 2, we obtain: 
Claim 10. Let Q = {u~UolIN~-T(u)NBI = 181 - 3}. Then 
e(B,A - A3 - U) 
+ Z 
zEA--A3--U 
(deg G_ r(z) - 3) >~ IQ[. 
Let P = U~ U ( W D-  U -  U' ). 
Claim 11. 
(3 -INc-r(u) n BI) + ½~ (3 -ING-r(u) n BI) 
uEUo uEP 
e(Uo U P, A - A3 - U) 
~< 6 + 2 + Z (degG_r(z) -- 3). 
zEA-A3-U 
Proof. Let g(u) = 3 - [NG_T(u)NB I for each u C Uo, and let g(u) -- 1(3 - ING_r(u)N 
BI) for each uEP.  We clearly have g(u)<~ 3 for each uCP.  By Claim 6(ii), g(u)<~ 
6 - IB I for each u c Uo. Hence, if U0 U P ~ B, then we get ~j-]u~Uoupg(u)<~ 
(6 -IBI)(IBI- 1) -- 6 (recall that IBI = 3 or 4 by Claim 9). Thus, we may assume 
that U0 U P = B. 
Let Q be as defined in Claim 10. Then y'~,~Voupg(U)<<.(6 - IBI)IQI + (5 - IBI) × 
(IUol - IOl)  + 3(IBI - I fo l ) /2  = (5 - IBI)IU01 + 3(IBI - [Uol ) /2  + Ial  ~<6 + IQI. 
Since Uo U P = B, this together with Claim 10 implies the desired 
inequality. [] 
Arguing as Claim 18 in the proof of Lemma 2, we obtain: 
K. Ando, Y. Egawa/Discrete Mathematics 167/168 (1997) 3543 63 
Claim 12. 
1 (3 - INc - r (u )nB I )+ ~E (3 - INc_r (u )nB I )  
uE U() uC P 
>~7 + e(Uo UP, A - A3 - U) + ~ (degc_r(Z) -- 3). 
2 zcA-A3-U  
Now Claims 11 and 12 contradict each other, and this contradiction completes the 
proof of Lemma 3. 
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